What Technology does Xion utilize? Xion is fully powered by Blockchain Technology & Smart
Contracts
Years and years of running countless e-commerce stores, advertising on Facebook, Instagram, Google
with audiences built to +- 1 Million users to creating, managing and scaling multiple subscriptions. We
came across so many problems when running subscriptions (Churn rates, fraud etc)and decided that this
is enough and we need to implement a solution that will automate the entire subscription industry using
blockchain technology.
We have used our expertise in all the different areas of online marketing & blockchain technology and
decided that Xion will change the way we do subscriptions and e-commerce in general. We give you more
time to spend on your product or service because of our user friendly interface and immersive ecosystem.
No more slaving away at the computer just to start get started.
Our vision is so much bigger than anyone can imagine! Xion will constantly be evolving to meet the
demands of businesses and customers wherever they are in the world.
Here is a brief explanation of what Retailers & Customers/Users will be capable of:

What Do Retailers Get?
Connect your online store in minutes to start generating 10x more revenue compared to standard
one-time purchases.
Create multiple subscriptions with all your current products and/or services with ease.
Sell all your created subscriptions on the Xion Channel in seconds for free.
Manage all your customers and subscription’s in just a few clicks.
Allowing new and existing customers to subscribe instantly with our one-click subscribe feature.

What Do Customers/Users Get?
Save by receiving more and more discounts every time you are billed for a subscription.
Manage your subscriptions seamlessly with the option to pause, unsubscribe or activate any of your
subscriptions with just one click.
Subscribe through Physical, Digital & Pre-order subscription’s on the Xion Channel & subscribe instantly

with our one-click feature.
Security - 75% of businesses want advanced authentication and security measures that have little or no
impact on the digital customer experience. Building trust through technology without disruption. Xion is
the solution to Knowing Your Customers to Eliminate fraud.
Our use case is revolutionary and there’s nothing else like it! The future of subscriptions is bright and we
want to take you there!
Ronan & Aeryn (Founders) - Our Mission is to bring every necessary subscription component into one
platform for young entrepreneurs & small to medium sized enterprises to thrive!

